EBSB PROGRAM

“Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” Under this program students Exchange program. This program availed us to visit different Educational institutions in India, and to learn there culture Also sharing ours.

#Kurnool Visit:-

This was indeed a great experience. Students carrying enthusiasm and energy gone for a 5-day cultural visit. The accommodation and food was provided by the institute itself

We visited several places in including:-

• Ralapadu village
• Rock garden
• Kurnool fort
• Alampur temple
• Tumgabhadra river

All these places were very beautiful and were displaying the telegu culture. A mixture of solemn peace and cherished enthusiasm were present in students.

Apart from these several contest were organised like cooking compitition, essay competition, tongue twist in order to get students familiar with each other.

Students enjoyed a lot and returned Nagpur with an essence of telugu culture.

-Vrushakhet Patwardhan
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